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Three Candidates File Petitions
For ASB Presidential Election
By SUZAN HACK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A political new-corner and two
senior representatives yesterday
announced their candidacy for
ASB President.
Steve Betts has had no experience In ASB government with the
exception of membership on orientation and rally committees. Jeff
Mullins and Bob Gottschalk both
hold ASB representative positions
with the latter holding down the
job of vice chairman of Student
Council.
Betts filed application hoping to
"run once, step on some toes, correct the obvious wrongs everyone
knows exist, and then get out."
In the "obvious wrongs" category he placed the cafeteria, declaring it "one of the worst ex-

Edwards to Speak
In Panel Tonight
At Jonah’s Wail
Harry
sociology

Edwards,
and

instructor

anthropology

of
and

head of the United Black Students
for Action, will participate In a
forum on "The Negro College Student Today," at Jonah’s Wail, Friday at 9 p.m.
This will be the first presentation for the coffee house this semester. According to Earl Hansen,
Friday’s moderator, ’similar panel
discussions will be held every Friday throughout the term.
Richard Reeb, graduate political
science major and Student Council representative will also be on
the panel.
The procedure for Friday night
will include a ten-minute general
statement by each panel member,
a brief rejoinder by each, and
then discussion from the floor.
Hansen, a senior speech major,
said the panel’s timely issue has
already created interest among
students. "This issue is alive on
this campus and in the nation at
large," Hansen stated.

perienees mentally and internally,
that ever was."
He also spoke against the lockout system and the necessity of
having an election in the fall. But

I....

14,

registration system at SJS in time
for the spring semester.
"The lack of student parking
facilities at SJS is a daily nightmare for hundreds of commuters.
I will find between 500 and 1000
extra parking spaces for these students by Thanksgiving," he said.
Mullins also plans to get SJS
into an intercollegiate athletic
league in hopes of putting Spardi
in the Rose Bowl,
Bob Gottschalk said, "The major issues are obvious ones: discrimination, tuition, university status and the threatened faculty
strike."

Gottschalk was also concerned
with the relations between SJS
and the National Student Association. "San Jose State’s position
with NSA involves a complex decision facing not only us but all
the major colleges and universities in the country," he said.
The legality of candidacy for
Betts, Mullins and Gottschalk is
pending the decision of the newly
JEFF MULLINS
appointed Election Board. The
... ’better registration’ board has the final say as to whether the election will be open or
while he described these "wrongs," closed.
he has made no suggestions as
An open election would admit
yet, to correct them.
any qualified student to enter the
Jeff Mullins sited three prime race. A closed ruling would limit
concerns for his campaign. He the list of ASB presidential hopehopes to modify and improve the fuls to those who ran in the spring
election. It will be considered open
unless ruled differently.

A disgruntled Judiciary applicant votes, cast by Mullins and Graduand a dissenting Student Council- ate Representative Richard Reeb.
Yesterday Mullins and Burch
man are protesting the methods
criticized Lee’s selection method.
used by Acting ASB President Vic "He did not discuss his recomLee in selecting the new ASB mendations with all the people on
Chief Justice, Student Judiciary the selection committee," Mullins
charged.
and Election Board.
Mullins served with the special
Steve Burch, who applied withselection group, which was comout success for a spot on the Juposed of volunteers from Student
diciary, and Senior Representative
Council.
Jeff Mullins, yesterday criticized
He made the charge on the
"the procedure followed in resame day he announced his canviewing applications for these podidacy for the special presidential
sitions."
election October 11 and 12. Lee
The protest came after Student
also decided to run in the election
Council named Margo Richmond
only a day before, the same day
chief justice, as well as four other
he announced h is committee
recommendations to Council.

Photo Page

NO

QUARREL

Both Mullins and Burch made
Appearing on page four of it clear they had no quarrel with
today’s Spartan Daily la the anyone appointed to these posifirst photo page of the semester. tions. "We just don’t like the proToday’s page highlights the cedure followed by Lee in makSpartan football team. A special ing the recommendations," they
photo section will appear once explained.
"Lee did not know most of the
a week In the Daily and will
cover a variety of campus- people who applied for positions,
so he picked the ones he did
oriented activities.
know," Burch said. Burch, a junior,
served as chief justice at San Jose
Judicairy members and a five-man City College for a year and a half
Election Board.

;

Along with Miss Richmond,
Lewis Solitske, Grady Robertson,
Larry Lundberg and Rich Finn
were appointed to the Judiciary.
STEVE BETTS
Stephen Munzel was made head
ASB hopeful of the Election Board. Serving
with him are Al Peponis, board
Vic Lee, acting ASB president, attorney, Christine Schirle, Larry
and Alan "Nick" Kopke have both McCould, JoAnn King and Noreen
Charles W. Reed has been apannounced their intentions to run Fudar,
pointed the new Assistant to SJS
for the. executive post. Lee came
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
in third and Kopke fourth of five
President Robert D. Clark. The
candidates at the spring polls.
Miss Richmond had served on appointment made by Dr. Clark,
Today is the deadline for stu- the Judiciary last spring, but with- will become effective Monday.
dents to apply for the executive drew toward the end of the term
Reed will serve as a liaison man
post and the four positions of because of a "conflict in interest"
between the college and commuFreshman Representative. Appli- during the hearings of election
nity and will be responsible for
cations must be returned to the code violation charges against recommunity relations and developElections Board box in the Student moved president-elect John Bruckment of community support for
Union before 4 o’clock this after- man.
college programs.
noon.
Peponis is the only new ElecJames E. Noah, who has been
tion Board member who also
serving as assistant to the presiserved last year.
dent since May 11 will return to
Acting President Vic Lee
his duties as director of public
Wednesday recommended all the
relations and publications.
appointments to Student Council.
Reed is a graduate of the UniThey were approved without much
versity of Oregon and is former
discussion and only two "no"
president of the Northern California Alumni Association of Alpha
"Telephone referral", said Dr.
Delta Sigma, national professional
Breithaupt, means "If a 15 -yearadvertising fraternity. He is also
old calls up and says, ’I have
Today is the last day for stu- past president of the Milline (adgonorrhea’, but is afraid to go to dents to apply for the position of vertising) Club of San Francisco.
bethe usual medical authorities
He was a member of the former
Rally Committee Chairman. Intercause he Is currently using drugs, views for the job will be held Mon- advisory board to the department
we will refer him to an agency day and Tuesday.
of journalism and advertising at
that will help him."
The chairmanship must be filled SJSC and is a recipient of the
Apple
"Big Red
The center also will provide immediately, according to Steve department’s
trained personnel, both lay and Frank, personnel officer. The job Award," presented for his "many
medical, who have had experience involves heading rallys and similar contributions to advertising education and unstinting efforts in be(in the Haight-Ashbury) of "talk- special campus events.
Applications are available in the half of students preparing for advertising careers."
College Union,
(Continued on Page S)

before enrolling at SJS this fall.
Mullins was more reserved with
his Comments. "I will have no
major complaint unless I find the
new Judiciary and Election Board
showing bias."
TYPICAL PROTEST
’This kind of protest is typical.
There is always someone who is
not happy with the appointments,
and they will complain," said Lee.
"The president has the right of
appointment. He does not have to
go through the Selection Committee, but I did. I discussed my
recommendations with the Personnel Selection Director."
Mullins and Burch said that
Lee’s selection actions were legal.
"But he should have talked to all
applicants. He did not talk to me,"
Burch commented.
"I wanted to talk to Vic about
the appointments, but he said that
he didn’t have time. I just don’t
think he spent enough time with
the selections."
"When I make these recommendations, I must stay away
from pressure within the government. If I took the advice of
every council member I would get
10 different recommendations,"
said Lee.

Pres. Clark Appoints
Reed To Assistant Post

Medical Basement Clinic
Offers Aid to Drug Users
A free medical clinic, patterned
after the one temporarily closed
in the Haight-Ashbury district of
San Francisco, will begin operation with limited facilities Sunday in the basement of Kaleidoscope Books, S. First St.

BOB GOTTSCHALK
... vice-chairman

The center--as yet unnamed
will at first work as a telephone
referral service for those with
problems caused by drug use, according to Dr. David Breithaupt,
San Jose physician who Is backing
the clinic.

Rally Chairman

CHARLES REED
... President Clark’s assistant
Formerly an account executive
with Batten, Barton, Durstine and
Osborn, Inc., of San Francisco for
the past 25 years, Reed also
worked as promotion manager for
San Francisco radio station KQW,
now KCBS.
A resident of Palo Alto, Reed
has a son, and a daughter who
is a senior at SJS.

Computerization May Put Ax to Librarian’s Position
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the third in a threepart series investigating the question, "Is the
new library obsolete?"

photo by Larry Inn, on

AUTOMATED LIBRARIES are not far in the
future. Soon, computers categorizing reference
materials will replace librarians enabling them to
been used extensively in only the last 10 years.

devote more of their time to research. Presently much of the librarians’ time Is spent filing
and doing general clerical work. Computers have

By JOHN POIMIROO
The systematic study and application of
man -machine relationships tcybernetias) has
become a reality only within the last 10
years.
Yet cybernetics may put librarians "out
of business In a short time." according to
Edward A. Dionne, SJS professor of general engineering.
Library administration and planners, however, say installation of computerized librarianship is impractical at this time. They
believe the cost would be too great and
that the proposed 1S-story library is adaptable to future needs.
In opposition, Prof. Dionne has stressed
the necessity for searching Into future uses
of computerized librarianship now. lie believes this system would not cost too much
if incorporated with major libraries like
the Library of Congress and the Stanford
University library.
The possibility of computerized librarianship has been the subject of extensive literature.
Harrison Bryan, librarian of the University of Sydney, Australia, observed in an
article published in 196(1 that "up to December 1965, there was essentially no automation at. Columbia, Princeton, Chicago,
Cornell, Pittsburg, or Illinois."
NO HASTENING
Bryan said the major reason steps to
computerize libraries have not been taken
were library administrations. "I think there
are more librarians in America with very
little intention of hastening at all than one
might suspect from the literature," he said.
Are librarians, then, afraid of being
pushed out of their jobs? Is there a deep

threat to the traditionally secure position
of librarian?
Dr. Stuart Baillie, SJS college librarian,
thinks not. He feels there will always be
a need for librarians.
Melvin Voight, librarian at the University of California at San Diego, adds, "There
is nothing to suggest that, in pursuit of effective scholarship, any substitute will be
found for the book in hand."
Yet, according to John Schesfel of IBM’s
educational research division, IBM currently is using a system similar to that proposed by Prof. Dionne on a day to day basis.
It seems confusing and bewildering that
librarians such as Voight and Dr. Baillie
claim the book in hand will always be part
of America when computer experts say
just the opposite.
YEARS AWAY
Is progress going to bypass the libraries
just to preserve the institution? Or is
computerized librarianship years away?
Latent fear of the future has been expressed in the April issue of Library Journal. "The computers, it is clear, have hardly learned to paste pockets, type library
cards and stamp out books, but now they
are being edged into reference work, despite all the dismayed statements of recent
disillusion," the article states.
"The moral here might. seem to be that
reference specialists can forget the sense
of security that has built up the insistence
that the computer can’t think; ’it can’t say
anything but what it’s told to say.’"
"Evidently librarians are going to learn
computer literacy or be out of the picture
at important levels in almost any kind of
reference operation of size and significance,"
it crncludes. "If they don’t, much of their
decision-making will be done by engineers."

"Computers certainly will be of great
benefit in providing indexes and bibliographies, summaries and synopses," says SJS
Dean Grant Burton, coordinator of campus
planning and construction. "However, many
decades will pass before the hulk of man’s
written knowledge can be put into machines."
ASSIST OPERATIONS
"If and when it is in electronic memories, it will take buildings the size of
present day libraries to house the basic
processors and input and output terminals,"
maintains Dean Burton. "Students will still
need to study the unabridged book to be
scholars."
"Computers will no more out -date books
and libraries than they will out -date teachers and classrooms. Computers will amidst
library operations, not replace them," he
says.
Perhaps then, the issue is not whether the
new library is obsolete but whether part of
the librarian’s function will become otisolete.
Dr. Baillie believes in the future "the
librarian will not be troubled with the clerical Aspects of the library, but will be able
to center activities on research."
The problems of computerized librarianship are enormous. The possibilities for the
future are exciting and unbelievable.
But they are real. No amount of debate
can hide the truth, and it shouldn’t.
The administration involved in the planning of the 18-story library has been faced
with necessity for decision. And a decision
has been made.
For the present, the new library is the
most practical step for meeting future
needs. It is also the most economical and
the most realistic.
But will it be so in 10 years?
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for

assume that probation is per se a disciplinary

what have you, but you shall never discriminate against an individual because of his race,
creed, or national origin. You must either
follow this provision or the college has no
choice but to withdraw its recognition of
your organization.
To put it quite bluntly to Messrs. Lundberg
and McCloud and their "brothers," either
tune in to the spirit of the time or drop out.
I suggest the former, since the latter will
surely kill your system along with its many
finer ideals and sentiments.

measure. It would be more accurate, how-

Robert Seifert, A 8597

’Probation Not Always
A Disciplinary Measure’
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the Greek organizations until such

Haircuts, your choice

Shampoo Set

plot’ Hair Straightening

29 E. Santa Clara

Editor:
I am writing this letter for the benefit
of all San Jose students who patronize the
local sandwich shops. While the profit motive
has hit most of the local businessmen, there
remains one individual who remains close to
the students and who does not consider money
to be the primary thing in life.
Over the past two yea’s, opponents have
raised prices, and in some cases doubled them.
but Happy Harold still remains the students’
friend. Harold, I will remain loyal.
Larry Lundberg, A 1997

Tenants Demand Rights
By T)ENNIS MILLER

proving that Isis tenant didn’t
place in reasonabh (

if the tenant pros hles a witness who saw

complain of their landlords’ unfair vvith-

the place when he

holding of cleaning deposits.

left.

the end of every year. college stip
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ses move
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de(
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ed in and when he

titled to ihe wrvices of small claims eourt.
Why OM use this service? It may SAVO
y011

hard earned

legally

tenant into beliming that 1111. 111110Sil is
:genially a cleaning fee and is part of the
tenant’s cost of renting.
Hy paying a deposit at the beginning of
a rental term. the tenant merely pr lllll ises
the landlord that the Ihvelling will be left
in reasonable order when he moves. This
the tenant is not necessarily

rest

sible for soiled carpets, draperies,
Or stalls that are the result of
ll nal
wear. A landlord who rtfuses to refund a
cleaning deposit
t

is

likely to change his

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty membeis on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Dolores Ciardelli, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-spare

when served with a summonsup.

Professional Pharmacists

Mod erne Drug Co.

$1.50 reg. 3.

idyl

$5 plus Set
$4 phis Set
295-5535

a
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OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
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SAN
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Ne-
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future

Inset.’

the Creek ito.tittot
when ii

in

if it exists . . .

. . . and when it can be

proven.
Editor:
Too often now people are remarking publicly that the American mass media is guilty
of massive negligence, irresponsibility, and just
plain lying. To answer these criticisms in
just one word: baloney.
Much of this criticism is directed to the
mass media’s coverage of the Vietnam war.
Critics of the war have repeatedly stated,
"The press is hiding the truth from you.
You’re just not getting the whole story." The
truth is the mass media is reporting to the
American people the facts faster and more
accurately than ever before.
The people who_reixirt the war back home
are not the ordinary, run-of-the-mill journalists. The majority have been in the journalism profession for many years. Many covered the Korean War and World War II. New
systems of communication make it possible
for reporters to file their stories in a very
short time.
The communication satellite over the Pacific allows us to see on television an event
that happened in Saigon a few short hours
before.
By reporting the war in Vietnam, the mass
media is fulfilling a responsibility to itself and
the people it serves. For only by providing
the true picture of the world around us can
the media succeed in one of its main functions, to provide a basis for public comment,
discussion, and criticism.
If the media failed in this responsibility
to report truthfully, then our democratic
system would surely be in a bad way.
So go ahead and protest the war if you
feel it is wrung. Just don’t use the mass
media for your scapegoat.
Phil Stone
A5072

’New Library Check Out
Is Great Improvement’
Editor:
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Mass illedia Applauded
For Coverage of War

pear in court. He will have a difficult time

11 ith our current turmoil over "unfair"
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’happy Harold Remains
Stu(lents’ Loyal Friend’

Guest Room

WELCOME BACK SPECIALS

C

admit. A suspensory

time as it can show cause why this temporary
meastue should not become permanent.
It seems to me, however, that this is all a
bit banal and beside the point. True, we all
agree that fraternities and sororities are discriminatory by nature. There are limits, however, to your right to discriminate because
you have in ettect made a contract with our
college.
In exchange for recognition and other benefits the Greek organizations have agreed to
abide by the rules and regulations of the institution. One of these rules is that you may
discriminate on the basis of personality or

GOLDEN’ TO( CH 8E41 TY SALON PRESENTS ...
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The new system of check out and security
in the library Is a great improvement. Gone
forever is the frantic search through purse
or wallet for the elusive ASH card that formerly was demanded for access to the stacks
(and why would a non-student want to go
In?). Gone also is the red tape required to
obtain Xerox copies of reference books and
bound periodicals; now you just take your
material and have it copied. The total time
is less than the old method took In clearing
the material out of the reading room.
Now if the various doors that had to be
locked before were unlocked or removed, freedom to roam alma the library would be .’:omplete. In particular, the northwest stairs, now
sealed on each floor as a fire exit, could be
restored to interfloor travel, at least for the
upper levels.
In all, however, the new system works to
my satisfaction. Its critics should give it an
adequate trial period.
Francis L. Wong, A 7469
COLUM1M PICTURES
peens’s
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).\ POSSIBLE?
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Greeks in their selection of pledges, will
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disc
? It seems the right to select
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When the smoke is cleared and the fire
has been redtteed to ashes, will the efforts of both -(Je find ompronlise
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New Fountain
Lacks Much
By ABNEY!’ 1. IIEVION
The addition of a f
tain to the
r
quad for laatitificati llll purpo-es could be
classified a subtraction. At le,e4 it lea%es
11
thing its Ile desir((I.
Of course students can’t (xpect a replica
of the Trevi Fountain in Rome, Ind most
we settle for an mergrown drinking f
lain? A fountain sl
Id have aesthetic appeal for the eye, as well as a soothing,
rhythmic quality to please the ear and relax the mind. San Jose State’s f
taint
rises approximately 20 feet int() the air,
becomes heavy with water, then splashes
down in one great heap.
In addition to a lack of imaginal’
its
design, it is also devoid of any edifying,
plate life such as shrubs, which could be
artistically arranged around the fountain
to enhance its already drab appearance.
Furthermore, color could be a till ell
through the application of multi -colored
Spanish lilt’s around the rim of the fountain. At presont. the rim, as well as the
tain itself, can be utilized as
nothing more than a glorified wading
pool.

entire f

One could easily suggest other alternative plans for glorifying our
des
pondent fountain, besiths those mentioned
above. After all, s
’thing should Ii,’ done
to prestrye ill(’ rent:
g dignity of ’rower
Hall.

iticsam,

TAYLOR
IAYLOR BURTON

IN THE SURTON-ZEIFIRELU PRODUCTION Of

THE TAMING Miff
IC) OF THE SHREW

IWO NO MUM/ SEAT 5POPUU1111 411444
SCHEDULE
Wednesday 1 P.M.
Sat., Sun., Holi. 2 & 4:30 P.M.
Sun. thru Thurs. 7 & 9:30 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. Eve. 7:30 & 10 P.M.
NO RESERVED SEATS
Tickets Available At Boxofflc Al Feature Time

GALLERY OF TRIBAL
ARTS & CRAFTS
0000000000000000000000

THE WEIGHTLESS
ALBATROSS
seeeeeeemeeeeeeeeeeees
175

San

South

Jose

hut St.
294-2514

open 10 a.m.-10 p.m. daily
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CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

Basement Medical Clinic
Provides Help for Users
(Continued from Page 1)

eiset), the physician and a group
of SJS students have formed "Dr.
Sundae’s Medicine Show".
The group plans a -be-in" Sunday, Oct. 8, to raise funds for the
San Francisco clinic. According to
Michael O’Key, SJS history major
and spokesman for the medicine
show, appearing at the benefit will
be "Big Brother and the Holding

ing someone down from a bum
trip"a bad experience with any
type of psychedelic drug.
"I know for a fact that patients
are loath to approach the student
health facilities at San Jose State
or any place else and acknowledge
that they are on acid," commented
Dr. Breithaupt. He said that this
is a general pattern--many drug
users are prey to special health
problems because of their communal style of lifebut because
of their style of dress and inability to pay they have difficulty
in obtaining medical care for their
problems.
RECORDS CONFIDENTIAL
Dr. Thomas Gray, head of the
SJS Student Health Center, acknowledged that many drug-users
are reluctant to use school facilities for aid, but he added that
their fears are groundless.
"All health records are kept
confidential," he said. "Illegality
is not so much a consequence in
our case. We’re not here to judge
merely to take care of a person’s medical problems."
"Let’s put it this way," he said.
"If a crimp has been committed,
we must report it- we have no
choice." However, he added, students are not being turned in to
the police when they seek help
with LSD or marijuana problems.
Dr. Breithaupt traces his first
experience with users of psychedelic drugs to a year ago when he
was a part-time instructor at UC
Medical Center in San Francisco,
OFFICE SWAMPED
"We need something like the
Haight - Ashbury Medical Clinic
that can be like a contact for
those who have abused drugs."
Since he has gained recognition
for his work with drug problems,
his office has been swamped with
calls, he added.
This shortage is caused by the
closure of the Haight-Ashbury
Clinic, which was used as a training center for treating drug problems. The San Francisco facility
closed hurt Friday because of a
lack of funds.
To overcome a lack of training
facilities and to provide medical
care for drug-users in San Fran-

WORSHIP

Company." "The Quicksilver Messenger Service." "The Ace of
Cups," "Freedom Highway," "Congress of Wonders," and "Mother
Earth."
Tickets went on sale yesterday
on Seventh Street for the benefit,
to be held at Family Park, adjacent to the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds. Price of tickets is $2.

CSEA-Cafeteria Talks
Result in Price Hikes
Higher prices and shorter operating hours greet SJS cafeteria
clientel this semester.
Summer negotiations between
Spartan Shops, Inc., the studentfaculty body that governs policy
of the facility, and the California
State Employees Association
CSEA), led to pay hikes for
cafeteria employees.
Food prices have increased
slightly. According to Michael
Dolan, cafeteria manager, "... the
largest item affected is pastry."
The main dining room has also
had to cut its hours. In the past
It was open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
but this year the main room is
closed from 2-4 p.m. with the
snack bar left open to take care
of any need. Dolan said.
Last spring the CSEA and the
Union of State Employees (USE),
Local 411, both wanted to represent cafeteria workers while employee pay scales were undergoing
annual review.
Officials of Spartan Shops, Inc.,
said last spring that they feared
submission to CSEA proposals
concerning wages, working hours
and conditions and employee benefits would increase operating costs
30 per cent.
The CSEA also wanted Spartan
Shops to "provide salaries comparable to those provided state
employees performing similar
work."
Though neither the CSEA nor
the USE local has signed contracts
with Spartan Shops, according to
William Felse, student affairs
business manager, Spartan Shops
has been working closely with

300 S. 10th Street

CSEA which represents "most of
the cafeteria employees."
"Most negotiations have been
with CSEA," Felse said. "The employee hourly wage has risen and
the minimum wage, including parttime students, is now $1.65 an
hour."
More students are also being
employed by the cafeteria this
year, according to the cafeteria
manager.
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Student Police Promotions
Elevate Thomsen to Chief
a regular officer or are in a security role," said Maxine Myers,
staff liaison officer, "but they can
make a citizens arrest."
Other students promoted were
Dennis Holmes, assistant chief;
Richard Confer, service bureau
captain; Rick Ebert, administrative bureau captain; Jack Day
and Jess Buy, captain and lieutenant of Management and Internal Affairs, respectively; Doug
Bergholdt, patrol lieutenant; Martie Getsla, records lieutenant;
Arnd Gartner, lieutenant of finance; Don Kerr, personnel lieutenant; and Harry Mullins, special
activities lieutenant.

Robert Thomsen, &TS senior,
has been appointed Chief of the
28-man Student Police Staff in
the Department of Law Enforcement and Administration for the
fall semester.
Thomsen is past captain of the
staff’s Service Bureau, carries a
minor in Military Science and is a
member of Chi Pi Sigma, law enforcement fraternity.
The student-operated staff handles out -of-class security jobs for
on and off-campus organizations
on request, Student officers signup for available employment and
are paid $2.50 an hour.
"The students usually work with

the
S KU

SUNNYVALE
302 North Fair Oaks
1044 West El Camino
1065 East El Camino

Featuring World Famous A & W Root Beer
and the Delicious Burger Family....

In

Whiter Sports

shand

Oct. 6-8
Cow Palace
San Francisco
’68 the GREAT SKI YEAR begins with a

INNER OLYMPIC OBLEBRATION
with Enksen. Molterer, LeRoy, Foyer. Staub
In the Chalk Talks, the Grea: Stage Show plus
Ski Movies, The Great Swap, Prizes, Fashions,
and the Brauhaus! Seaman’s first big ski weekend!

REDWOOD CITY
709 Woodside Road
1243 Middlefield Road
1280 El Camino

In cooperation with the Bay Area Council
Show Hours:M..1.11, Sat. 11-11. Sun. 11-9

ON CAMPUS PRESBYTERIAN WORSHIP
Services: II

a.m.

Chapel of Reeonciliat.
Tenth at San Carlos

Topic: World Wide Communion Sunday
Campus Paster: Don Emmel

Phone 298-2040

ler the United Campus Christian
These sen ices are
Nlinistry as a united ministry of the United Presbyterian
Church. the Disciples of Christ. and the United Chord’
all for the San bow. stale.
Christ 1 Catty regal
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4SPARTAN DAMP

A quarl.erback’s drearnfriondly jersey’s only!

A solid front line could make the difference.

Communication bet*;een Coach Harry Anderson and athletes make plays ’work’.

,
,

,

There s only one way ... the right way!
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Zwiti,6

The Spartan backfield knows the importance of timing.
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SJS Coed Mixes
Food, Business
In Summer Job

Kern County Beauties
Are Friends and Rivals
By PAT TORE LLD
Conipus Life Editor
Two of Kern County’s most
prized possessions are at SJS
this year. Rhonda Randolph,
Miss Kern County, and Janet
Hothersall, Miss Wool of Kern
County, have transferred to SJS
this semester from Bakersfield
College.
Janet and Rhonda have managed to combiLe friendship and
rivalry during their two years
at Bakersfield College. Last year
they both competed for the title
of Homecoming Queen. Janet,
junior journalism major, was
asked to run by the Newman
Club on campus, and Rhonda,
a junior occupational therapy
major, was chosen by her sophoclass.
Janet won the title, and Rhonda became one of her princesses.
In February both coeds were
asked by the Bakersfield Junior
Chamber of Commerce to run
for the title of Miss Kern County. Janet turned the request
down, but Rhonda went on to
win the title, which she will retain for a year.
Then in April Janet was asked
by the Bo-Peeps, women’s auxiliary of the Wool Growers Association in Kern County, to
compete in the Miss Wool contest. She did so successfully, an..will represent her county’s wool
industry until next April.
Rhonda competed in the Miss
California Contest in June, and

tions, and generally presents
herself "in a way that credits
the wool industry," she commented.
Today she flies to the Kern
County Fair at Bakersfield to
promote the lamb sale, and in
October will appear in a benefit
performance sponsored by a
Bakersfield hospital auxiliary.
Rhonda attended the opening
on Sept. 17 of a three-day convention of Kiwanis Internatiun-

Home Economics and business
is an increasingly common combination, and Sandy Strom,
senior home economics major,
mixed the two ingredients this
summer while doing an internship with Sunset magazine in
Menlo Park.
Sandy, whose emphasis is
food and nutrition in business,
worked with Sunset as part 01
a new class created by the If
Economies Department. Sandy
was the that to take the CUSS.
The course is an entirely %iuluntary airangement between
Sunset and the student. Katherine Young, professor of home
economics, was particularly instrumental in creating the course,
designed to provide pre-graduation experience for girls interested in the field of home economics in business.
FIELD EXPERIENCE

JANET HOTHERSALL
at at Bakersfield. In this instance, her duties caused her to
"cut" the first day of classes.
Her alternate is taking over
her fair appearances this week.
Most of her duties, however,
are performed on weekends.
Holding the title of Miss Kern
County is "a great way to meet
people and understand people
more," Rhonda said. "At the
Kiwanis Convention I made
contacts from out-of-state areas,
including Hawaii. The title opens
a lot of opportunities, and has
helped me overcome my shyness."
Janet is from Wosco, a small
town about 30 miles northwest
of Bakersfield, and Rhonda is
from Hanford. a town of about
13,000.

"If you’re interested in something besides teaching," says
Sandra, "this is the way to get
expelience in your field. The
class served the same purpose
as student teaching does fur
teachers."
Sandy started working for
Sunset in Menlo Park right after school ended in June. "I did
everything," she says, including
"writing, testing recipes, ansalving mail and phone calls."
Two recipes contributed by readers and tested and written up
by Sandy will appeal in the October issue of Sunset.
The field of food and nutrition in business is a comparatively new one, and, says Sandra, a competitive one. "Creativity, and the ability to simplify
explanations of complicated recipes are important.

Janet competed for the title of
State Miss Wool held at San
Francisco in August.
Janet’s main duty (as Miss
Wool) is to serve as "amtiassadress" of the wool industry
in Kern County, an agricultural
center. She models at such
events as store openings, talks
by request to various organiza-

Sandy has taken one newswriting course at SJS, and plans
to take more journalism. "One
of the first things they ask an
applicant is if she’s had journalism training," says Sandy.
"One of the girls working there
President Robert D. Clark will
was a home economics major
be featured on the first progtam
and a journalism minor." Sunof a new daily TV series, "SJS
set is unique, says Sandy, beReports", starting Monday. Octr-- e:Mae the same person who tests
the recipes prepares them for
2 at 8:30 a.m. on KNTV, Chanpublication.
nel 11 in San Jose. Produced by
The internship was "extremethe Radio-TV News Center of
ly exciting," commented Sandy.
the Department of Journalism,
"You learn how to apply your
the series will present daily retextbook knowledge in a diflasts on the activities and rierfetx.nt way, and not only to taking tests."
sonalities of the college.

Meetings Slated
For New Tutors
The SJS Ecumenical Council
(CEC) is seeking student volunteers to tutor children whose
fathers are in jail.
The CEC will hold orientation
meetings Tuesday and Wednesday at 7 p.m. at St. Paul’s Methodist Church, Tenth and San Salvador streets.
The tutoring program is part
of "Friends Outside," a Santa
Clara organization designed to
help families whose main provider is in jail.
The program was formerly
sponsored by Wesley Foundation,
which will continue to handle
the administrative duties this
year.
Applications may be picked up
at the meetings, at the Wesley
Foundation center, 441 S. 10th
St., at other CEC affiliated centers, or at the student activities
office.
Those interested must commit
themselves to the program for
the full year. No religious at
Is necessary.

’Marnie’ at Flicks
"Mantle", Alfred Hitchcock’s
psychological drama starring
Sean Connery and Tippi ltedren.
is tonight’s Friday Flick in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Shown at 6:30 and 9:30, the
two-hour colored film probes the
secrets of the hidden past of an
attractive female thief.

’Lifting’ At Co-Rec
Activities at weekend Co-Re,
Saturday from 12:30 to 4:30
p.m., will include weight lifting
in addition to regularly scheduled swimming, volleyball, badminton and basketball. An ASB
card is needed for admission.

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Chtch
2nd & San Antonio
8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning Worship
Evening Service
7 p.m.
College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.

Dr. Canine. R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Kisistsr,
Minister fo Collegians

Meats at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd 8, San Antonia

America’s 31ast Beautiful . . .

HOFBRAU
Authentic German food

imported and domestic brews
on tap

Live music Friday and
Saturday night

GARDEN CITY

00E0110

bin mu
SELLS

ART SUPPLIES
Free Psychedelic Poster
With Purchase
112 S. Second St
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

-

.
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Current Happenings
STAGE
Curran, San Francisco, "Dumas and Son," starring Hermlone Gingold and Edward Everett
Horton.

Student Discount On
Required Material List

MT. VIEW

Free Parkin
VALLEY FAIR

nrempett oatir 6

Friday, Septpmber 29 1587
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Sigma Chi

one-man show of watercolors by
Helen Schrift.
Carl Lelnktger Community
(’enter, 1300 Senter Road, oneman show of non-objective oil
and acrylic paintings by Annette
Kaylor.

Sweeiheart

Actor’s Repertory Theater, 25
W. San Salvador, "Rain," at
8:30 p.m. tonight and tomorrow.

flouter of Fine Arts. 2559 S.
Bascom Ave., California seascapes by Daniel Bloeman, character studies by Merline Kelley.

MISS
JOANNE CARROLL

SCREEN
Towne - "Bolshol Ballet ’67."
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct.
3 and 4.

Roolcruclan Art Gallery, Park
Avenue, firM showing in this
area by Val Samuelson

GAMMA PHI BETA

Circle Star, San Carlos, Jimmy Durante and Edie Adams
continue until Monday night.

ART
Art Gallen, 1114 Brace Ave.,

loves

its

San Jose Art Center, 482 S.
Second St., one-man show of
acrylics by Stanley Waehol2.

i)

On Campus Worship

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Services: 11 a.m.

of e$ainrc Claire

Chapel of Reconciliation
Tenth at San Carlos

Topic: "The Naughty Puritan"
Campus Pastor: Don Emmel

NOW OPEN

Phone 298-2040

These services are under the United Campus Christian
Ministry as a united ministry of the United Church of
Christ (Congregational), the Disciples of Christ and the
United Presbyterian Church for the San Jose State College
Campus.

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE’S
LUXURIOUS COFFEE SHOP
IN AN OLD ENGLISH PUB STYLE

GROUND BEEF ER

Biggest Selection Of Paperbacks In The County

One-third pound fresh ground
chuck served on a sesame seed
bun with American Cheese,
Pickle, Lettuce, and Tomato.
.90

Bucket of Soup
asket of Bread
owl of Salad
A tureens of hearty soup and
a bowl of crisp salad mimed
with ear own &evils, and a
loaf ef Preach breed.

more than 60,000 titles

1.15

study aids
SOl P and S
foreign language books

’1 DIril if

choice of
HAM C. CHEESE
CORNED BEEF
TURKEY
ROAST BEEF
REUBEN
served with a tureen of soup

English cloth kites
COUNTY’S LARGEST SELECTION OF POSTERS

COMBINES TRAINING

President on TV

RHONDA RANDOLPH

’5-,.,’171/TY

KIT’S BOOKS

HOURS

IN

Mon. thru Sat. 10-10

WEST PARK PLAZA

Sunday 12-6

WINCHESTER BLVD. AT PAYNE

Phone 278-8400

These sandwiches are a meal in themselves. This! slices of swat
heaped high on your choice of breads or our ewe seer &sib
French bread.

Ice ( old COORS on Tap

SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL
MARKET AT SAN CARLOS

OPEN DAILY 7 a.m..11 p.m

If
we were
happy
with the vygrld
the way it is,
we wouldn’t
need you.
Kids choke on polluted air. Streets are jammed by
curs with no place to go. Italy’s priceless art and
libraries are ravaged by floods. This is the way the
world is, but it’s not the way it has to be. Air pollution can be prevented. Better transportation can
be devised. Something can even Be done about the
weather. Many people at General Electric are
already working on these problems, but we need
more. We need help front young engineers and

scientists; and we need help from business and
liberal arts graduates who understand people and
their problems. If you want to help solve important
problems, we’d like to talk to you. We’ll be viisiting
campus soon. Drop by the placement office and
arrange for :in interview.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Au asitasi upportocuty eauployer
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Talented Players Boost
Freshman Soccer Squad
V. F.
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ass vs. Rush at Stanford

Spartans Hope Two Week Rest Is Blessing
of

Portugal,

play -anyA here on the field,"
said coach Julie Menendez, "but
we’ll have Hernandez at right halfback and Oliveira at inside left
forward."
"flernandez could make the vat’shy team right now if he were
enough." Menendez said.
, eller members of the squad in John Franklin, James Gent,. e Mike Galrin, Mike Kitzum,ad David Sell.
c.irl

WELCOME
BACK TO

!

By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Bally Sports Editor

Finally a real football game!
Two weeks of tedious pract ice
sessions by the SJS gridders will
hopefully be rewarded with victory when the Spartans battle the
rugged Stanford Indians tomorrow
’in Stanford Stadium at 1:30 p.m.
Coach Harty Anderson’s Spar’ tans are healthy and ready for
action, but last week’s University
of Texas at El Paso cancellation
lhits moved SJS is week behind in
game experience. They dropped
the opener with Arizona State,
27-16, Sept. 16.

Marquess will he starting only his
second game and Ralston is hoping his passing
15-12 again.st
Kansas! will improve.
Runners Nate Kitimat], Jack
Root and Greg Broughton will
carry the brunt of the Indian offense on their broad shoulders.

Flanker Gene Washington, who
started at quarterback last year
against the Spartans, is a doubtful starter because of a leg injury.
Only linebacker Dick Dixon and
split end Mike Tompkins will miss
the game for the Spartans. Tomp-

kins has a knee injury and will
be oat indefinitely, while Dixon
has a muscle strain and should
return next week.
Halfback Glenn Massingale has
been switched to split end to replace Tompkins. The sophomore
speedster caught two passes lot

Stanford split in its first two
contests, losing to Oregon State
13-7 in the opener and sneaking
by Kansas, 21-20 last Saturday.
SJS’ hopes will he pinned on
the arm of quarterback Danny

St.,!! .!0SE
STATE
COI PYGF

Stanford Ticket
Deadline Today

Frosh Gridders
Tackle Pleasanton

Twiny at 3 pot. is flit! dead-

for purehasIne tickets for
Saturday’s f 00t ba II gasite
against Stanford.
They may: he bought in tIn.
Office of Student Affairs,
front of the bookstore. and on
Seventh Street.
The tickets are reserved by
section only and cost SI.50 for
ASB card holders.
line

For

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE

Financial Planning
See

715 North First Street

TERRY BAIT

Suite 35
In San Jose call 297-2738

COMMITTEE HURRAH!
iCA,Rill]

131,11

Holman and an experienced defense. Danny completed 11 aerials
for 128 yards and two TD’s
against ASU and appears to be
ready for another outstanding
year.
Anderson attempted to establish
a competent ground game against
ASU to give the offensive attack
better balance, hut the Sun Devil
defense had different ideas. The
Spartan runners tan for 67 yards
but Holman was dropped six times
for 43 yards.
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kceligifillekIteitnew Yoe* ratter a rousing hurrah!’
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"An Unqualified let! COMMITTEE HURRAH!"
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dent Rates: Minors Welcome. Mail Orders Accepted.

40 yards and a touchdown against
ASU. Letterman Walt Blackledge
will be his replacement.
The Spartan defense will have
its hands full containing the
heavier Indians’ running attack.
Mike Spitzer, Randy Cardin,
Dwight Tucker and Jack Brubaker
are the SJS line standouts.
The secondary of Terry Hostek,
Al Saunders and Don Peterson is
experienced and capable. Starting
at the linebacking positions are
Jamie Townsend and Jim Ferryman. Offensive guard starter John
Taylor, will also fill in at linebacker.
Kicking was a bright spot for
the Spartans at ASU with Cardin
doing the punting and Iranian
Ahmed Bayati booting field goals
and extra points.
Cardin punted ten times for a
42.8-yard average. Bayati, a 5-6,
140 pound soccer player, kicked
a 38-yard field goal against the
Sun Devils.

The Spartans, with speedsters
like Walt Shockley, Mike Scrivner,
Clarence Kelly. and Glenn Mvssingale, are hoping this will be
the game that the rushing attack
breaks lonse.
Stanford will counter with a
defense that will average 221
pounds front enit to end. The only
weaknesses that have appeared in
the first two games are inexperience and slowness. The Indians
starting offense is made up entirely of juniors, but it is also
loaded with talent.

44)

JOHN TAYLOkSpartan stalwart on both defense and offense.

Guard Phil Messer (6-2, 221!
turned in an "almost perfect blocking game" against Kansas, according to Coach John Ralston, End
George Buehler is a fine blocker ’
and can also handle the hall,
FOOTBALL
despite his gigantic 16-2, 2501 diThe Alpha Tau Omega "it" team
mensions.
shut out the Sigma Alpha EpMark Marquess’ rollout’: from silon "B" team 12-0 Wednesday
the quarterback spot will be the in an independent league game
Indian’s big play on the ground. to open the intramural season.

San Jose State Spartabahes are
roe rounding into shape for Friday afternoon’s encounter with
personnel from the Pleasanton Job
Corps Center.
Frosh coaches John Webb and
Lennie Julies will take a traveling squad of 29 gridders to Pleasanton for the season opener.
Julies stresses that the Spartababes will employ the forward pass
as its main source of offensive
power.
Expected to trigger the fresh
offense is former Carlmont High
School signal caller, George Oreglia. According to Julies, "The
youngster has been throwing the
ball extremely well in practice."
The coaching staff is counting
on the receiving ability of ends
Butch Ellis, Sam Crowell and Rex
Uline. As a prep star, Ellis set a
Grass Valley record for pass receptions. Crowell came to SJS
from San Rafael. Playing the tight
end position for the Spartababes
will be Uline, a 6-6, 224 pounder
from Westchester High in Las
Angeles.
Any running game the freshmen
will have will be supplied by Bob
Galmeister, a 5-11, 180 pound offensive threat from Mission High,
San Jose. As a senior, Galmeister
rushed for 1,200 yards and was selected as the "player of the year"
for the Mission Valley League.

SATISFY
THAT
HUNGER!

Intramurals
Monday’s action in the independent "A" league finds Me and Them

Jr’, our . . .

vs.

Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85

Acacia,

The

Has

Beens

vs.

Phi Mu Chi, "Da Fuzz" (Chi Pi
Sigma! vs. Allen Hall, and Moulder Hall vs. Army ROTC.

"The committee has sound hits
in both its theaters"!
Knickerbocker/Chronicle

4

"The new Revue ... is a howler: funny, bright and audacious’
masterful! . . . a total success! ... the burlesques of the
Royal Ballet wth Dame Margot and Ruch on the rooftop is
delightful! THE BEST THE COMMITTEE HAS EVER OFFERED!"
Knickerbocker/Chronicle

ranges I rum the brilliant
to the merely excellent!"
Ogar/Berkeley Barb

’Warm’ Bnght! Witty! Still one of the
Sir it buys in town!"
Sorkin /KSFO

’ .. the company performs magic.., Mien.
0151/ fascinating ...a
satiric tOPDona
[loos to behold!"
McElhatton/KCBS

NOW
till 1HE ALAMEDA 2974060

De Broca’s
Crowning Touch!

"WHERE THE FUN IS! ... six
peeriesslymatched jesters
...delightful .., marvelously
witty ... the most alert, clever
and ultimately funny mate
nal The Committee has yet
performed!"
EichrIbaurn /Examiner

You Can always count on The Corn.
rnittee to be up.to date .
ously clever . . irrestible . .. you
can bet money on them using their
versatile talents to make you laughlBladen /San MIteo Times

’ The new show continues The Corn.
mitten’s tradition and reputation for
being one of the wittiest, inventive
most topical shows around, while at
the same time remaining on* of the
most disciplined performances on
any stage. anywhere! A BIG HUR

RAH!"

"The new Committee show is the
lunnFest ... reached its peak with
the takeoff of the Nureyev Fontsyn

hippie ballet. Recommended lot
anyone who enjoys good satire!"
Rose/KNEW

THE

EXCLUSIVE

a-ntit.

mitten couldn’t be
funnier ... but they
AREal" King/KSFR

ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

he Committee.

rouvensattemy. 302.0807 annuls., Shoat 5 00 P M Irnornwsn0 Show 11 00 P
Esorpf Mon Sal a St 10 Alt 30 Minors WeitIone Mullen! Olsenuni

a r.

A.0

’7"TLOIR
RENTAL k..,:.."171?
DIRECT TO APARTMENT HOUSE TENANTS

RENTAL FURNITURE
ON A MONTH TO MONTH BASIS ... AT SURPRISINGLY
LOW PRICES ... CLEAN, FRESH, COLORFUL FURNITURE

66

... Phil IPPE DE BROCA
^

A

"

ADDED: "LE-COQUE, HIS LIFE AND WORKS"
FREE ART EXHIBIT . . . LECOQUE PAINTINGS
ON DISPLAY IN OUR LCBBY NIGHTLY
Regular admission for "THE KING OF HEARTS"

545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

teak 1101% e

AL AN BATES
PIERRE BRASSEUR
JEAN- CLAUDEBRIALY
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD
ADOLFO CEU
ERANCOISE CHRISTOPHE
JULIEN GUIOMAR
MICHELINE PRESLE
MICHEL SERRAULT

pleb, ntral
Each one,

FALL SPORTS
Today is the deadline for tennis
entries.

Rose/Palo Alto Times

"I thought The Corn.

In the independent "B" league
it will Ix The Red Horde vs. Delta
Upsilon.
In the independent "C" league
it will be Allen Hall =2 vs. Markham Hall, Alpha Phi Omega vs.
Federates, and The Fleas
Has
Hi
-ens #21 vs. The Toads.
All fraternity league games are
played on Tuesday and Thursday,
and all intramural football games
begin at 3:45 p.m.

«ME 1
MR SI10\\ IMO \I BEFDBE YOU
I.\ \
\ in. To Look FOR \ \ vART\IENT
. . .
\VII.4T YOU’LL BE GETTING AND
\ 11 \ I I r CDSTS.

RENT A ONE BEDROOM (3 ROOMS OF FURNITURE COMP.) FOR JUST $22 per month.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

CALL 734-2440 . . . OVER 1600 APTS. FURNISHED IN
THIS AREA ... THERE MUST BE A REASON FOR OUR
SUCCESS..

1046 MORWAVE,.L.SUN_KIYALE

9P

!Friday. September 29 1467

’Open Season

RTA

DAT9.17-7

Poloists Battle Broncos, Gaels
Spartan varsity water poloists
open their drive for a possible national championship this weekend
entertaining two collegiate foes.
Tonight SJS battles Cal Poly
of Pomona at 8. Tomorrow St.
Mary’s invades the Spartan pool
at 11:30 a.m.
Coach Lee Walton expects a
"hard working, well-trained team
in Cal Poly." Their coach Frank
Lansford is really promoting the
game, according to Walton.
"He had 70 players out lasi year
for a freshman, junior varsity and
varsity squad," Walton said.
Last year Walton’s crew handled the Broncos with relative
ease, 14-3.

"Last season their oil,
was ball control, but that should
be corrected with experience," the
Spartan mentor commented.
The Broncos will be led by AllState and conference poloist Pete
Drino. Ile will have help from
Allen Ancell, Bill Humphrey, Irwin Ohumino, Rich Price, Chuck
Gardner and Carl Fricke.
Saturday the Spartans engage
rt hit ivi’ newcomer to water polo,
St. Mary’s. The Gaels have been
c.u.peting only three yeais in the
ranks.

SPARTAN GOALIES--All-American water poloist Bob Likins,
left, and Dennis Lombard have been battling for the starting
varsity goalie position since the season began. As a result, coach
Lee Walton has been alternating the two poloists in game action.
Walton feels they are "two of the top four goalies in the nation."

Hoberg, Tim Halley, Dennis Belli,
and John Schmidt will open in
the field while Bob Likins and
Dennis Lonbard will alternate in
the goal.
*

*

Two Foes for Frosh

Freshmen water poloists will
have their hands full tomorrow entertaining two foes in the Spartan pool.
The Spartababes host Buchser
Walton plans to send the same High School at 10:30 a.m. and Mo,tiirters as last week up against desto J.C. at 2 p.m.
Buchser will bring in a team
the Broncos and Gaels.
Greg Hind, Jack Likins, Steve "as good as last year," according
to Spartan coach Lee Walton. Last
year Buehser, Santa Clara High
and Await High tied for the Santa Clara Valley Athletic League
championship.
"It’s hard to anticipate what
to expect from Modesto," Walton
said. "They draw from a large
area, but attract mostly swimmers."
Walton will be going with a
"much improved frosh team" composed of John Miles, Bill Williamson, Mike Eckgren, John Spencer.
Keith Bonner and Bob Wake in
the field with Jim Valentine in
the goal.

Spartan Booters, Westmont
Battle in Season Opener
Camacho, had a 9-2 season last
year and were eliminated from
the NCAA championships by the
USF Dons in the quarterfinals.
According to Menendez, the
Dons should be the team to beat
again this year, although he is
optimistic about the Spartan’s
chances.
Aside from Mangiola and CaHead Coach Julie Menendez and macho, the Spartans are supported
his crew could be in for a rough by transfers Arthur Romswinckle,
Samil Deus, Zelko Puvic, and Luis
time against Westmont.
"We don’t know too much about Mintegui.
Returnees to the team include
them, but by looking at last year’s
record they have a fine team," fine defensive player Gary lacini,
Fred Nottrzad, Ed Storch, Bob
Menendez said.
Last season Westmont finished Reed. and Bob Davis.
"This is the finest forward wall
second to the University of Southern California in the Southern I’ve had since coaching here,"
Soccer Association League with a Menendez said, "With Camacho
Storch, Nourzad, and Romswinckle
4-1 record.
The Spartans, led by All-Am- up front we shouldn’t have much
ericans Frank Mangiola and Henry trouble scoring."

330 S. 10th

SNACKS OR

SAN JOSE

ME A I.s.

HE

01 HS

BETTER

Stop by toilav and see the nil% fivc.Ir at Howard’s
("rirdal f:reatitery. floviarils offers a complete line
oil breakfasts. lunches. dinners and take-mit orders.
Anil. of course there are aliiziss 30 delicious flavors
ertaiti at ihi’ fountain.
of Howard’s 10.111 Cr\ IAA

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
One Block from SJS

7th and Sania Clara

Finest service
at budget prices

Complete auto
service

In a physical contact sport such
as football the most common type
of injury is to the knee. He indicated that not only is the knee
the must common type of Injury,
it is also the most disabling.
An athlete’s knee is most vulnerable when he is twisting away
from a tackler or being hit from
the blind side.
It is his duty as trainer not only
to prevent injuries but also to
minimize further injury. In the
case of an athlete breaking his
arm or leg McLean will apply a
splint to the broken limb and see
to it that he receives the proper
medical attention.
McLean feels that a lot of football players get hurt either because they are too cautious or
they over extend themselves physically. "A player should use common sense and learn to anticipate
possible hazardous conditions." McLean said.
"Athletes can minimize their
chances of being injured by being
in good condition, being properly
warmed up, wearing proper equipment end utilizing good techniques," he added.

A I Udi
Pviting

Let SILVA fill all
your automotive needs

McLean SJS Healer
There is an old saying that
women’s work is never done. This
saying could also apply to the
duties of Lindsy McLean, San Jose
State athletic trainer.
McLean estimates that he and
his three student trainers treat up
to 125 men every afternoon for
various major and minor injuries.
Those students assisting him are
juniors Steve Rance of Arcata,
Eddie Ferreria of Moraga, and
freshman Jim Wickham of Weed.
McLean began his career as an
athletic trainer at Vanderbilt University where he served as a student trainer. Upon graduation in
1960, he enrolled in the physical
therapy school at Texas Medical
Center in Houston.
His background includes two
years as assistant trainer at the
University of Michigan and two
years as head trainer for the University of California at Santa Barbara.
McLean is beginning his third
year as trainer for SJS physical
education classes and athletic
teams.

Loft of Free

*

Always Busy

By KARI’ BECKER
Spartan Daily Sports Writer

.

OD, 0

Tune-ups

EZY Cash stamps

Alignments

Ail major credit
cards honored

We feature a complete line of Texaco products.
78 S. 4th St.

ENOUGH TAPEThe lovely leg of Spartan gridder Dick Dixon
gets a tape job from Lindsay McLean, SJS athletic trainer.
McLean estimates that he and his staff use between three and
44401
four miles of adhesive tape each year.

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park it for You. Low Rates.

Indians Lead SJS Series

to snap a schools shows Stanford leading the
against Spartans 21-2. The series dates ,
back to 1900.
Stanford tomorrow. The last San
The closest the Spartans came to I
Jose State win over the Indians
winning in recent years was 1964
came in 1960 when they decisioned when the Indians won 10-8 and
the Tribe, 34-20.
last year when the Tribe edged
The standings hetwci,n the two SJS, 25-21,
The Spdri,tns Ilepv

AIX

game

losing

streak

The Spartan soccer team. which
has run second to the University
of San Francisco for the last two
seasons, opens a season tonight
that they hope will end with them
as NCAA champs.
Hoping to get off on a winning
note, the Spartans take on Westmont College at 8 p.m. in Spartan
Stadium,

WELCOME

VESPA

BACK TO SCHOOL

If You Can Sit In A (:hair,
You Can Ride A Vespa
(35 er 120 miles per gallon
1

models at

Special

Ange/o’s Steak House Says,

In our sixteenth year of serving SJS students
offer:

We

continue to

WERE MAD ABOUT A W0()14
COIN-POCKET SKIMMER:

* Fantastic daily specials
* Thick steaks at student prices
* Open daily 6 a.m.-I I p.m.

at 83;i9

you’ll be prepared, whatever happens ... in KIM WALKER’S clever A -line
wool shift with it’s very own -MAD MONEY" pocket! Sharp looking in navy
bracelet cuff, pocket trim.
or rich brown with fresh white around the

* Free parking at 38 S. 3rd St.

shident discount,

SEE WHAT MAKES VESPA SO RUGGED,
RELIABLE AND HANDSOME at

BROOKS Cyclery

ISIS

Aleneden Rd.
SAn Jose
297-7190

ANGELO’S
4,

72 E. Santa Clara St.

fl,11,

Steak
House

Jr., 5-13. $23
YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP

G4

DIAL 294.4200 . . . FIRST AT SAN CARLOS

as hmi-o. cm,king.

297-7184

SHOP TONIGHT UNTIL 9 . . . PARK FREE!

Faculty Book Reviews
(over Varied Subjects

MAJ. GERALD A. CORY, JR.. receives the Air Force Commendation Medal from Lt. Col. George M. Browning Jr. Browning, Professor of Aerospace Studies, awarded Mai. Cory for meritorious service at Fu Chu Air Station in Japan, where he spent
the last three years in the Office of Special Investigation. Maj.
Cory has been assigned to duty at SJS for the next three years,
as en AFROTC instructor.

.\1,.I youth, existential psychology and Lord Bertrand Russell’s autobiography are among the
spectrum of topics for this Se.
nester’s faculty book talks.
The book reviews will be held
es toy Wednesday in rooms A and
II of the cafeteria at 12:30, accarding to Dr. Ved Sharma, chairman of the Faculty Book talk
eommittee.
Dr. Harold Hodges will begin
hy revieu’ing Kenneth Keniston’s
"The Uncommitted: Alien»red Youth in American Society,"
II’ vi Wednesday.
Understanding Media" by Marshall McLuhan will he reviewed
by Dr. Eldred Rutherford on
Oct. 11.
Dr. H. Kent Schellenger will
discuss "The Arrogance of Power"
by J. William Fullbright on Oct.

Fiidi’. September 20, 1007

R-RPART A N DAILY

review "The Investigation" by
Peter Weiss. Dec. 13, Dr. Abraham
Bezanker will review H. L. Nieburg’s "In The Name of Science".
Jan. 3, Milton Loventhal will review Max Hayward’s "On Trial:
The Soviet State Vs. Abram Tertz
1011 Nikolai Azrhak."
,

The last of the series will be
Dr. Henry Pitchford’s talk, Jan.
10, on "The Urban Village" by
Herbert J. Cans.
All faculty members and stuI dents are invited to attend these
weekly
yeallseeSsiMMINIathstegestatio

Bakmas
Flower Shop

Zarge Selection o

ART
EQUIPMENT
aid ENGINEERING
SUPPLIES

Flowers,

itt

Corsages,
\Vilson Coker has chosen "Twen),,th
Century Music" by Eric
and
szalzman for his talk on Oct. 23.
Bouquets
The books to be reviewed in
N,vernber include "Existential Psyfor special 1**
ri).\logy" by Igor Caruso,
occasions or
10,10n B. Greb will review "lbw
ounistances Beyond I ea)
"just because."
Fred W. Friendly.,
: :»1" by
I 3 ,i). Harrison will talk on! Vt
1.11,11 Bet rand Russell’s -Auto292.0462
10th 8 Santa Clara
By mArr noEv
the confused student must use to,,
biography " Dr. Albe, t Porter has
Spartan Daily Staff LL’rher
exits instead of the four used in
chosen "The Servants of Power" ne.
’STOP, TURN BA( ’K VIII ARE , previous years.
Loren Baritz.
GOING THE WILt ’Ni; WAY."
Two of these old exits are no
Dec. 6 Dr. Conrad Borovski will
Signs that are normally found on I longer usable. One, the doors
the nation’s highuays and byways tween library central and library
have now entered the halls of I south on the first floor, is an en- )
higher education.
I trance but not an exit. The other
The SJS library now has the :exit, the west end of library north
appearance of a highway construe- on the first floor, is for emer»eny
bon project. Barriers, detours and only and equipped with .,
bright colored tape grace the en- but loud fire alarm,
trances and exits of the library.
.
The remaining two exits :Ire
Exits that were familiar to stit. barricaded with tables, rails and
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
dents last year will now cost s300 a variety of signs. The tables are
or 6 months in jail or INIth, I,, tsr, staffed by coeds that act as cos MUSICIAN WANTED - Sax, trumpet.
These doors are now for enter- toms inspectors and check all
or trombone player for local recording
gency exit only and are equipped briefcases, purses, books and sacks.
group. The JAGUARS 252-9616/292with fire alarms to prove it.
After a thorough inspection by
I
2222.
As soon as the student enters the charming guards. the student
JOSE
& SAN1A CLARA SAN
the library the trouble begin
A simply follnws the lines on the
AUTOMOTIVE 121
I \, inside the rails and
»ir or
set of one-way turnstiles
160 HONDA. Good condition
8.
’65 C.
riot
you as you come in but refuse
s
o;34
let you out.
’65 HONDA 50. Excellent condition.
FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Once inside he is misled lu) the
/en only in town by little old lady.
)1,
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
ease of entry to the staeks
sl! Judy 286-5747, Bell Toptex Shorty
no longer require a stodent 1,e1).
71/ J. too.
r
card for entrance.
374 South 3rd Street
VESPA GL ISO CC. Excellent
Having selected the I, n. 10- wheels. Best offer. Call
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and II a.m.
volumes from the shelf. It. 2 Blocks From Campus
faced with the task of oat
63 RED MG 1100, 30 MPG. Recent
-na.,1 Must sell. Make offer. Call
of the building.
College Discussion Group
After checking out In. 1.,,
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
’56 BUICK SPECIAL. Excellent condition,
the main lobby of lila
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
H, smog device. $175. Call 297,
3000 Ext. 302, Fritz. After 5 p.m. 1655
A. Nicholus, Vicar
Pomeroy. Santa Clara,
Home - 298-3718
OHc,,
294-7033
1’62 ’FRI. Good condition. $895. Call
, 2;4.1087.
’59 MGA ROADSTER. Engine just over.
TODAY:
houlod. New top. Red. $600. Call
Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 and 9!3n
967-1115,
p.m.. Morris Dailey Auditorium.
ATTENTION SURFERS, BANDS, 44, ’57
Friday Flicks, ’ Marine".
Pontiac Hearse
- 347 ca. /
mechoni, I/ good body. L11’
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow269.2031
alter
5.
ship. 7:30 p.m., 137 N. Fifth Si
,eplettilier
COMET CYCLONE -- ’65. E.icelleat
Guest Speaker.
congiiion. Must see to approciere. Call
Jonah’s Wall Coffee House Opens,
1. eii Morning Semitrar
292-7195 after 5 p.m.
teIt if Renlang. 1.111114 NIIII11111111 Opus !great nit L
at 7 p.m., 10th and San Carlos.
’64 VW. SUNROOF. RAH. New wsw
panel discussion and musical enIt 1t,itl. E,einiog For11111
ri,e,
Excellent Condition. StiCrii
Dinellefli011 of Druna Mill Today’s Yollth
tertainment.
$1050. Drafted. Call 252-7382 afro, ,
Student Initiative, 3:30 p.m..
3rd and San Antimio
Building V. 177 S. 10th.
SMALL AUSTRIAN MOTOR -.cn
.
HP $80, Also It.
MONDAY
/ 0491
I y !tames.
San Jose I’n ive
62 AUSTIN HFA1Y 3000 Mark II
7:30 p.m . Faculty bineh room
(311-11ST WORSHIP
1/1S1:11)I.ES
. ,ope. $1,200. 517
Inter-Varsity Christian
Chapel of Reenoriliai ion
ship, 11:30 a.m., Ed. 112. Gospel of
I lit 1 toilme Serviere:
FOR SALE 131
Luke.
Tenth and :San I ...trio.
I .1111 :Lot.
Chi Alpha, 7 p.m.. Chapel of
HONEST TO GOODNESS onyx ear
Reconciliation, 10th and San Car.
’
pierced or n/ r
los.
Topic: "The Naughty Puritan"
:
241-8196 after 4
Twenty-Niners Club, 11:30 a.m.,
SURFBOARD,,,
C
,0975E.IL’S 10’ 2". Semi
Phone 298-2040
Campus Pastor: Don Emmel
177 South 101h. Members should
bledi, than, pinstriped.
bring their own lunches.
Alpha Phi Omega. 7 p.m., FA.
itt-I tin
yervires are tinder Ike I tilled I siopo+
PENTAX SPOTMATIC CAMERA with
and plorD’os should
117. All
t
4 .2n5 1170. Pantos 200mm I 3.5,
.I a 11111fril ministry of the Di-eiples of I lirist,
attend.
$175 Al excellent. Markham Hall 1.litireh. and Illy I oiled Church
Presle,
!1St 294 6019.
for the S.in Jose Stale College
of 1,11rist
-AMP. FOR GUITAR - 4290. Stand,
a’ I I , I
ir, 80 se: 7-12" Jos,es
r ..) . orate & regular. Cell
FAucational Opportunity Grant
wr
Al HI
Radial 1),,i1 Pies,
or National Defense St intent Loan
,ferPleiner,
$29.90.
holders must pick up their cheeks
tools new.
today in Mm. 242. Checks not
741,
claimed will be eiretilated to other
HELP WANTED 141
students accol dei_: to Financial

’Stop,’ ’Turn Back’ Signs
Greet College Library Goers

California book company, ltd.
114 e. San Fernando and 457 e. San Canoe
Now Open On Saturdays!

Spartan Daily Classifieds

titerlude

!*

FEMALE ROOMMATE - SHARE fur ’
.hed apartment. One F
rrom cam- I
i-,is. Pool. 429 S. 9th. Ca "72-9174

HOUSING 151
SENIOR GIRL NEEDS 2 of some to
share luxurious 2 bedroom apt., Royal
Lanai. Approximately $55 each per
month. Need transportation. Call Dale at
259-2294,
MOUNTAIN TOP, OCEAN view, 40
acres. Redwoods. one hour drive south
^f S.F. Price $42.000. $10.000 cash down.
Wr to Agent, P.O. Boa 152 Santa Cruz,
or call evenings (4081 377-4357.

WOMEN STUDENT OR te -er needed.
Private home. 15 min. I -rn campus.
Close to bus. Call 294-7830 Reasonable.
GIRL ROOMMATE WANTED on 22 S.
7th. St. 293-9664. Unapproved. $37.50
plus utilities.
1 BEDROOM IN private home $17 per
week. 1 brit,. with sink & stove in
private little house $12 for 1 or 2 for
$15. Call 225-9476.

3 GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE, graduate
415 S. 6th, *7. 287-1431. $40. MATURE MALE STUDENT to share 2
bgrrn. apartment or N. 5th St, $80 ’rno.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Royal
Coll 295.6956.
Lenni. Call Gayle 251-8051
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Call 1 bdrm. apt. Campbell area. Cell after
297-2732 or 470 S. 3rd *2. $45/mo.
6 p.m. or before 8 a.m. 378-8167.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
77-1

Spartaguide

The I

Grant Deadline

Aid; Director.

...dr] Ryan

RACISM AT SJS

IT MAN
FOOD
at its best

S GIRLS TO sell prestige line of catta
mattes. Set own hours. High earning por0r1o1 297.1193.
DRIVER WANTED. ICE cream, soft drink
r
te. Ho,. I 1 daily & 10-7 Sat., Sen..
i lays & fraa time. Mr. Eliott, 2974778 358 N Montgomery S. J.
1-2 HASHERS, 2 dishwashers woofed.
From 4.30.6 daily at sorority house. Call

r[nr,larr,

The

797 QL1114

(,)1131ity plus
People’s World

Shile’s Intent restaurant.

Sdis
prices

BUY IT TODAY!

and

homemade

delieions

Isui’gi’t our Stills

Try our
Ilahian

reasonable

fossil.

Don’t

kitt lake honie service !

542artan *we

AVAILABLE
ON 7th ST. RACK
(ACROSS FROM CAFETERIA(

a moderate cost makes the Spartan House

150

Et Sill’

CaPIDS

Street

Irorpor of Fiturth St.)

292.2840

PART

,

Timf EXPEP.IENCED waiter, 0-mr
hr.+ good tips.

MEN OVER

to operator, etc.
t,er Village TO

PHONE FROM YOUR own desk in air
conditioned office. S min, from campus.
Part time. eveniags & permanent. Salary
+ bonus. 298.1261.
FEMALE STUDENT - SABYSITTING.
7 yr. old boy 7158:15 M -F: 4:30.9:30
W & F. also light housekeeping
Room, large, qui, pf:V1,P
available if desiied I I. 1l
pie, Call Mrs. V., 4,
6221, altar 4 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND 161
DEAR SON,
We got away the other day before you
gave us your address. so I know of no
raher way ’a reach you. After we
oned .
off we passed a Shell
i n
rner of 10th 8 William
- -11, they can handle
. is and problems or
rh,is Stamps. Why
s -I bring some me besides yout
dirty laundry.
Mother
$30 REWARD - FOR return of male
Siamese cat - blue collar - slight
build. 417 S. 8th. #2. 297-1141.
PERSONALS

171

FREE MAKE-UP and skin care demo’s.
stration and consultation using Beauty
Coonselor Cosmetics. 297-1193.
SERVICES 181
RENT A TV OR stereo from Esche’s. Free
delivery, free service. Call 251-2598.
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates.
58 per month, call 377-2935.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM PAPERS.
etc., experienced and fast. Phone 2698674.
MAKE YOUR NEXT beer bust a blast.
Have reel German Pretzels. German
Soft Pretzel Co. 234-8129.
MUSIC MAJORS
\NUL TRAIN TO do professional menu ,,11. If interested in part time
,v a
269-5492.
TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDE OR RIDERS NEEDED from
santon of viranity. Call Cheryl
F146.6446.
RIDE OR CAR POOL needed
no
OWE 8:30 to

free,
2:30.

FROM Sonia Cruz,
688.3161,
NEEDS Icily ride
GIRL
HANDICAPPED
-it 3 p,
RIDERS

-

NEEDED

.us.

.

r’5iE’1L PLAN l’01.10 5E.C.ON0 TERM COUR5E5 IN ANCLIF
g16141. WEEK5 ---- IF ’YOU’RE

sra.L. AROUND sr THEN.,/

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines One time
One time
3 linos -1.50
4 line-s -"-i:00
5 lines

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.

,Three times

Five times

2.25

2.50

2.

6 Wee,- -1.00
Add thls
amount for
each addi.
tonal line

2.75

3.00-

3.25

TW

3.75

so

30

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
ri Announcements (1)
C] Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)
El Personals (7)
El services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

n

Hams

PleaVerge

FLY

ANGELES

OS

TO

area

every

/
evenings.
,
d,iiy.
NEED RIDE FROM
125 4i030.
wilt shore nvennses. Call M

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 to 1:00 and 2:00 until 3:30.

Tuesday 4 Thursday
11:00 to 12:00 and 2:00 until 3:30

Send

(Pease Print)

Address

in

handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

For

days.

City

Phone

Enclosed is $
Start ad on

Please allow 2 days after placing lex ad to appear.

Phone

294.6414. Ext. 2465

